English

Maths

During the first two weeks back, we will be writing
Our book
formal letters to Windsor Castle to thank them for
our trip and then move to writing informal letters
from the children lost in the jungle in our class
story ‘The Explorer’. To fit with our term’s theme of
‘shows’, we will then read Leon and the Place Between
before writing setting and character descriptions as
well as retelling the story from Leon’s point of
view. To end the term, we will be writing a Year 6
Survival Guide to hand down to Year 5.

In maths, we will be ensuring that
children are ready for Year 7 by
going over key concepts of
arithmetic. We will also take the
opportunity to complete a mathsbased project such as budgeting for
a house or a holiday as well as
answering a White Rose ‘question a
day’.

Science
While studying ‘light’ the children will
learn to: recognise that light travels in
straight lines, explain how our eyes see
things, explain why shadows have the same
shape as the object that casts them as
well as looking at refraction and colour
wheels.

PE
In PE, the children will be going over
the choreography for their dance in the
AVC Dance Show on 12th July. The
children will also practice races for
sports day and get some time to revise
ball and field skills in cricket and
rounders.

Stonehenge Class

PSHE, RE and French

Term 6

All the above subject will be
taught by Mrs Grafton on a
Wednesday morning.

Lights, Camera, Action!

Music (and Drama)

DT
We hope to investigate and
make marble runs but we
must all help to collect
the materials. We need
cardboard tubes, cereal
boxes, yoghurt pots, etc.

We hope to continue honing our
ocarina playing skills but we
will also be practicing our
singing of the songs ready for
our exciting production.

